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Some New Facts about Gunter Eich in the Nazi 
Period and the Importance of Context: A 
Reconstruction of his N onextant Radio Play 
"Rebellion in der Goldstadt" 

Glenn R. Cuomo 

While Gunter Eich's writing career goes back to the final years of the Weimar Republic, he 
had his most significant impact on the postwar literary scene, as a founding member of the 
"Gruppe 47." a leading representative of the Natur/rrik tradition, and as the author responsible 
for the German radio play's "classic period." In these same years Eich also gained much notori
ety as a voice of di sse nt during West Germany's "economic miracle." With its unambiguous 
allusions to fascism and its disquieting message of universal guilt, Eich's radio play "Traume" 
elicited an unprecedented barrage of listener protest upon its premier broadcast in 1951 , which 
one critic heralded as the "birth hour" of the provocative radio play. I And in his acceptance 
speech for the 1959 Georg Buchner Prize, Eich once again sparked great controversy by stating that 
totalitarianism was an ever present danger in the Federal Republic, and by then closing his 
speech with a call for writers to practice a form of "linguistic resistance" against the establish
ment. Thus Gunter Eich, the lyric poet and radio author, also earned himself the reputation of 
an "anarchistic nonconformist" - a reputation which he maintained until his death in 1972. 

To be sure, Eich's social criticism is only one aspect of his writing and by no means does it 
constitute the essence of his multi-facetted oeuvre. Yet , as evidenced in much of what has been 
written about Eich's life. his postwar barbs against the establishment have considerably influ
enced the perception of his professional activity during the Third Reich - when he wrote 
almost exclusively for the Nazi radio system. The general view is that the future author of 
"Traume" must have had many difficulties working in an artistic medium that was under 
the total control of Goebbels' Propaganda Ministry. Ind eed. such an assumption seems 
to find support in laconic remarks Eich made in the postwar years regarding his role under 
the Nazis. In an interview with Susanne M uller-Hanpft. he dismissed his broadcasts as 
"Auftragsarbeiten ohne pers6nliches Engagement.,,2And in a letter to Horst-Gunther Funke. 
Eich emphasized the "insignificance" of his radio writing: "Meine H6rspiele wurden damals 
kaum beachtet." 3 

Accordingly, the tendency has been to downplay, if not completely to ignore Eich's writing in 
the Nazi era. Critics have stated that in Hitler's Germany Eich's radio plays were merely "toler
ated" due to their political innocuity, and that this working arrangement lasted only about three 
years before Eich ceased writing for the duration of the Hitler regime4 In his study of Nazi 
literary policy, Dietrich Strothmann goes as far as to include Eich in the list he compiled of 
authors whom the Nazis considered "undesirable," even though his name never appeared on any 
Verbotsliste. 51n lieu of any evidence that Eich actively opposed the Nazi regime, theories about 
his alleged "passive resistance" have been based on the belief that shortly after 1933 he deliber
ately stopped producing lyric poetry. 6 Such a belief implies that Eich, unlike many other au
thors who remained active within the Third Reich, managed to avoid the political compromises 
made necessary by Goebbels' Gleichschaltung. As Joachim Kaiser stated in his eulogy for Eich: 
"Durch die Nazi-Zeit rettete er sich, irgendwie und makellos." 7 

The above statements, however, are based almost entirely on speculation, or at best on a 
familiarity with random biographical details and with Eich's rather questionable postwar 
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account of his activity in the Nazi era . Upon closer scrutiny of the facts, one gains a completely 
different perception of Eich's role during the Third Reich - a perception which puts Kaiser's 
term makel/os in question. My research has revealed that contrary to earlier claims, Eich's work 
for the Nazi radio was neither minimal nor insignificant. Between 1933 and 1940 he wrote more 
intensively for this medium than he ever did, producing at least 58 different broadcasts. Amon~ 
these were two monthly series. Der Miirkische Kalendermann. which was on the program from 
July 1937 until August 1939, and Die MonaIsbilderdes Konigswuslerhiiuser Landbolen, which 
he co-authored with Martin Raschke. The latter lasted from October 1933 until May 1940, 
making it the longest running program of its kind during the Third Reich. This yields a total of 
155 individual texts for broadcast, twenty to ninety minutes in length, hardly the accomplish
ment of a "nobody" in the Nazi radio system, much less of an "undesirable." Quite the contrary. 
On several occasions Eich's broadcasts - in particular the monthly series - were singled out by 
Na7i critics as exemplary works. H And finally. theories of Eich's "abstention" from lyric poetry 
under Hitler must be countered with the fact that as late as December 1938 he was still 
publi~hing poems within the Reich. 

I! is unfortunate that the posthumous publication of Eich's Gesammelle Werke has contri
buted to rather than eliminated the general misconception of his professional activity during the 
Third Reich. For one thing. the allegedly "complete index of all of Eich's radio broadcasts." 
which Heinz Schwitzke compiled for the volume of radio plays, lists less than half the texts 
Eich prod uced from 1933 to 1940. Moreover, by omitting several poems from the Nazi era and 
misdating others. actually published under the Hitler regime. as postwar works. Horst Ohde. 
who editted the volume of Eich's lyrics. gives the impression that Eich curtailed his poetic 
prod uctivity after 1933. We are indebted to Hans Dieter Schafer for corrections of several mis
dated poems. as well as for information about a hitherto unknown publication from the Nazi 
period. Eich's story "Die Schattenschlacht" (1936)9 

Knowing this background. we can now proceed to the focus of this essay, Eich's "Rebellion 
in der Goldstadt" (DeUlschlandsender: May 8. 1940), his last new radio play broadcast over the 

lazi airwaves. IOThis broadcast not only marks the end. but also. in my opinion. the culmination 
of Eich's seven-year collaboration with Goebbels' radio system. 

As with 95% of his Nazi-era broadcasts, the text of "Rebellion" is nonextant, the outside 
information about it is very limited . and in the postwar period Eich himself contributed nothing 
to our knowledge of this missing work. According to one account he claimed not to remember 
"Rebellion ."11 Another simply states that this radio play was Eich's last "prewar" production. 12 
Solely on the basis of the title "Rebellion in der Goldstadt." Schwi17ke. the editor of the volume 
of radio plays in Eich's Gesammelle Werke, makes the unlikely speculation that the work might 
have shown the influence of Bertolt Brecht. since it apparentl y dealt with social unrest. 1.1 This 
seemed to be all that could be said about Eich's broadcast. 

o one has yet been able to discover an intact manuscript of "Rebellion." But by making full 
use of the few data at our disposal. one can arrive at some telling conclusions . And as we shall 
sec . these conclusions alter considerably Eich's reputation as either an active or passive oppo
nent of the Nali regime. 

My most important source of information was the daily schedule of radio programs pub
lished in the Berlin magazine Die Sen dung: Rund./imkwoche. which lists the following char
acters for Eich's broadcast on May 8, 1940, at 9:00 p.m.: two miners from Johannesburg and 
their wives: Lord Pembroke. the principal stockholder in the Goldmining Corporation: his 
daughter Lillian: an agent of the mineowners named Thompson: Jan Smuts. the Prime Min-
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ister of the Union of South Africa, together with other miners, members of parliament, and 
soldiers. The program also states that "Rebellion" was set in the year 1922.14 

Anyone familiar with South African history does not need more than the mention of this date 
along with Jan Smuts, gold miners and soldiers in order to ascertain the basic plot of Eich's radio 
play. In 1922 the South African Chamber of Mines attempted to cut the mineowners' operating 
costs by relaxing the job color bar, a labor restriction which until then had protected white 
workers in certain skilled positions from being replaced by lower-paid oriental and Indian mi
grants. This move precipitated a wave of strikes and mine takeovers in the gold mining region of 
South Africa. It ended in a five-day battle at the Witwatersrand Mines outside of Johannes
burg. after Prime Minister Smuts sent in troops to subdue the strikers. The confrontation re
sulted in almost 200 fatalities. 15 

Confirmation of my assumption that the Witwatersrand strike played a major role in "Rebel
lion" is found in another radio publication. West(unk. which contains a brief preview of Eieh's 
Wednesday evening broadcast: 

Das Hbrspiel. das in Johannesburg in Siidafrika spielt. zeigt den 
Kampf der unterbezahlten weiBen Arbeiter gegen die unmenschlichen 
Methoden der englischen Minenbesitzer. Die einzelnen Charaktere 
der im Hbrspiel au,ftretenden Personen und die ausgezeichneten 
Milieuschilderungen lassen diese beiden Welten des Arbeiters und des 
Plutokraten deutlich hervortreten. 16 

It is clear. then. that the gold mine strikes played a central role in "Rebellion." However, there 
is no way to delve into the details of Eich's plot. into the interaction between the two classes of 
characters. Such specific questions cannot be answered with the limited information available. 
But there are broader, yet no less important questions that can be explored in light of the context 
in which "Rebellion" was produced. 

In the first place. why did Eich decide to write a radio play about this incident in South 
African history" Why would it interest German listeners or the station managers (Intendanten). 
who determined which manuscripts would be broadcast" 

A survey of the broadcasts that preceded and followed "Rebellion" during late 1939 and 
early 1940 reveals that Eich's subject matter was neither unusual nor fortuitious. In the first 
months of World War II. the program of the Deutsch/andsender. the Reich's most powerful 
middle-wave station , which broadcast "Rebellion." featured a number of radio plays with 
historical themes and exotic settings. Three are especially pertinent: Rudolf Brunngraber's 
radio play "Opium." about China during the Opium Wars from 1839-42. which premiered on 
December 21, 1939: A. Arthur Kuhnert's comedy "Erika ganz groB!" about British diplomats, 
troops and gold speculators in nineteenth-century Persia, which was broadcast on January 23. 
1940: and R. Kurtz' radio play, "Die Greuel von Denshawai: Ein Gesprach mit Bernard Shaw," 
which was broadcast March 13. 1940. The latter work is particularly interesting because it was 
based on George Bernard Sha w's "The Denshawai Horror," a strong critique of British colonial 
mis-administration in Egypt at the turn of the century. 17 

What these radio plays have in common with Eich's "Rebellion in der Goldstadt" is that they 
all treat historical incidents that would be damaging to Great Britain's international prestige 
and could, thus. negatively affect the alliance against Hitler's Reich, especially throughout the 
Commonwealth . In short. these broadcasts were all part of a propaganda campaign to expose 
the "evils of British imperialism." Now the tone of the Westjimk preview of "Rebellion" and its 
mention of P/utokraten. the Nazis' favorite term for Britain's capitalists, are clear. In fact, 
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earlier, on the same evening of the premiere of "Rebellion," the Frankfurt radio station featured 
a broadcast entitled "Yolk im Kampf: Freiheit unter englischen Plutokraten." 

Although I have not located any explicit plan to employ the radio play in an anti-English 
campaign, the parallels between the above broadcasts are too numerous to be coincidental. and 
there is some fragmentary information to support the premise that such a propagandistic design 
existed. In regard to the radio play "Opium," a biographer notes that Rudolf Brunngraber. who 
had frequently been in disfavor with a7i censors, was prevailed upon to seek "suitable subject 
matter" for his writing. Brunngraber's radio version of his novel Opium was considered a "step 
in the right direction," thanks to its anti-English plot. IX In addition, the Bundesarchil' holds 
reports by Party organilations which indicate that in early 1940 the Natis were monitoring the 
propagandistic effect of broadcasts such as "Rebellion." 

A report by the Sicherheitsdienst branch of the SS. dated AprilS, 1940 - just a month before 
the broadcast of "Rebellion" - comments on A. Arthur Kuhnert's radio play "Die Mission des 
Dr. MacKenzie," an "expose" of England's alleged plot to hasten the death of the ailing Crown
prince Friedrich Ill. The report closes with this observation: 

Die AuBerung ist immer wieder tU horen, solche Horspiele orter 7U 
bringen, da sie einmal sehr unterhaltend und lehrreich sind, tum 
andern fOr eine der besten Propagandawaffen gegen England gehalten 
werden. 19 

And another report published in Meldungen aus dem Reich summari7es on May 16. 1940,just 
eight days after Eich's "Rebellion" was broadcast: 

Zusammenfassend ist aus allen Berichten festzustellen, daB das 
politisch-geschichtliche Horspiel vor allem fOr die breiten Kreise der 
Bevolkerung ein wichtiges Aufklarungs- und Propagandamittel ist. 20 

At this juncture a defender of Eich's memory might raise the following questions. If Eich was 
indeed willing to apply his writing talents in a propaganda campaign, and if these anti-English 
radio plays were as effective as the above reports claim, why, then, was "Rebellion in der Gold
stadt" the last radio play Eich wrote during the Third Reich? Was there a limit to his oppor
tunism'l Or, as one critic posits. did Eich, at this late date, finally gain insight into his compli
city in Na7i cultural politics and withdraw his services'121 The answers to these questions seem to 
be as follows. 

In the spring of 1940. the escalation of the Western Offensive brought radical changes to the 
radio system. The variety of programming hitherto offered by regional and municipal stations 
was replaced by a uniform national program of Reichssendungen. This programming consisted 
almost entirely of music, and with the exception of frequent bulletins from the Front, word
broadcasts such as the radio play were virtually eliminated. The genre's fate was sealed on May 
21. 1940, when Goebbels decreed that from now on only light music would be broadcast after 
8: IS p.m. 22The evening program segment had been the prime time for broadcasting radio plays. 

There were several motives behind Goebbels' decree. In the first place, he had always pre
ferred the film medium over the radio play, and despite the positive reports about the anti
English broadcasts, he still doubted the genre's importance as a propaganda instrument. Sec
ondly, Goebbels was confronted with an embarassing situation. Wehrmacht members and, in 
particular, Luftwaffe pilots returning from bombing raids were ignoring his ban on listening to 
foreign broadcasts and were tuning in to the BBC because of the "schmissige M usik" it offered. 231t 
was obvious that the Nazi radio had to have the same appeal, and as a 1939 listener survey had 
indicated, the radio play was most popular with Hausfrauen and middle-class professions but 
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least popular with soldiers and members of the Reichsarbeitsdienst. 24 They, understandably 
enough, preferred to unwind with music than to be "enlightened" about British atrocities. 

As a result of Goebbels' directive, the radio play ceased to be a source of income for writers. 
Eich was thus put out of work before he could make any oppositional gesture by quitting. 

Moreover. there is evidence that Eich not only left the Nazi radio scene in good standing but 
also might have sought an outlet for his writing in the Nazi film industry after he could no longer 
sell radio texts. A Sicherheitsdienst report from October 1940 concerning the demise of the 
radio play contains an additional remark that is very revealing. The document relates that once 
the genre was revived in the programming (after Hitler had won the war), it would be difficult to 
lure writers 'back to the medium. since now all the good authors of radio plays have begun work
ing for film companies. Notably we find GUnter Eich among the handful of "good authors" 
mentioned in this report. 25 

New College of the University of South Florida 
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